Mark Angelow  

Spider Bite  
package design
"Building regulations have kept tall buildings out of Paris for 30 years, but now things are set to change."

"The concept we are evolving aims at two things. First, express power in a high-rise structure that is communication device without precedent. Second, introduce poetry by creating a unique building the size of the Eiffel Tower."

Eddie Eifert

The Phare Tower poster design
Michelle Massimilla

Mrs. Eaves

letter form study
Iris Leibowitz

Nature Made package design
Josh Carter

Grip Rite
package design
Lisa Skala

Baskerville
letter form study
Glass-making has been a part of the world's vast history since 2500 BCE. It was not until the 1960s that artists truly started exploring their work with glass as an art form. There were many artists involved, including Harvey Littleton and Dominic Labino. The excitement over their glass art quickly spread around the globe.

Corrie Novak

Glass Act
poster design
Back in 1986

We were the first supermarket to start selling organically grown produce. From then on we've continued to be...

organic pioneers

Going organic is a lifestyle choice that more and more people are making. So we're proud to have been the first supermarket to have our own organic range... and now it's better than ever!

We are the first supermarket to launch our own brand products like; sausages, milk, and bananas. More recently we've added fresh pasta, pizzas, chocolate and beer.
"A horse is the projection of peoples' dreams about themselves..."

being strong, powerful, and beautiful...

Samantha Rice

A Subspecies of the Family Equidae
type design
Jack & Jill
Yvonne Marki, Designer

Yvonne Marki

Jack and Jill
accordion-fold book
Jason Moya

Zombie package design
Jaimi Belfi

Wing It poster and symbol set
Jaimi Belfi

Klatch
package design
Chris Ferrante

Humpty Dumpty accordion-fold book
Stuardo J Lopez

Invaders
symbol set
Design has allowed me an opportunity to re-examine how I approach the process of visual communication.

Mark Angelow